Dear Members and Friends,

As we approach Yom Hashoah V’Hagvurah, Holocaust Remembrance Day, we invite those of you planning commemorations to please send in your program information by March 26th for inclusion in the next GSI e-newsletter: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. We are also interested in, and now accepting, your programs for Holocaust Survivor Day in June.

Our thanks to our Facebook guest Michele Gold for being with us in February. It is now time to turn our attention to our March guest Ariana Neumann. She is the New York Times bestselling author of When Time Stopped, which won the Dayton Peace Prize for Non-Fiction in 2021, Best Memoir at the Jewish Book Awards in 2020 and was shortlisted for various prizes including The Wingate Prize. We hope you will join the discussion: GSI book / film discussion group | Facebook

Thank you, and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their
children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

*GSI* has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at [www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/). Joining Facebook is free and easy: [www.facebook.com](http://www.facebook.com).

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

*Holocaust Survivor Day* calls on people everywhere to celebrate survivors’ lives, thank survivors for their contributions and their lessons, and respond to help survivors who are in need today. This year it will fall on June 4, 2023. Please send in your program information for this event.

**CONFERENCES**

**53rd Annual Scholars’ Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches**  
March 4 – 6, 2023  
Ackerman Center for Holocaust Studies, University of Texas, Dallas, TX

**Arfa Professional Development Conference 2023 – American Society for Yad Vashem**  
Empowering Students to Analyze (Mis)information  
March 19, 2023 9:00 am ET  
Ramaz Middle School, NYC and on Zoom

**Refuge Denied: Exploring the Refugee Experience in the United States from the Holocaust to the Present**  
March 19, 2023 9:00 am ET  
Kean University, Union, NJ

**Remembering & Rethinking: The International Forum on Collecting, Preserving, and Disseminating Holocaust Testimonies**  
April 19 – 20, 2023  
Lancaster House Stable Yard London SW1A 1BB United Kingdom

**Heroines of the Holocaust:**  
Nurses and Doctors as Resisters in the Holocaust and Genocide  
June 6, 2023 11:00 am ET  
Foundation Hall, Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY

To register for zoom: [https://wagner.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJUodu-sqDloE9MofoldeGda1-03Mris3Xh4](https://wagner.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJUodu-sqDloE9MofoldeGda1-03Mris3Xh4). To register in person email: [holocaust.center@wagner.edu](mailto:holocaust.center@wagner.edu).
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

**My Father Was a Nazi**
March 1, 2023, 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

**Women in Resistance: Fierce Females**
March 2, 2023 4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

**Teaching Film with Testimony: The Rescuers**
March 2, 2023 4:00 pm PT
USC Shoah Foundation, Los Angeles, CA

**Women in the Partisans (online)**
March 6, 2023 4:00 pm PT
Jewish Partisan Educational Foundation, San Francisco, CA

**Women in the Holocaust: Their Day-To-Day Struggles**
March 8, 2023 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

**Teaching with Testimony: Interdisciplinary Learning in IWitness**
March 9, 2023 4:00 pm PT
USC Shoah Foundation, Los Angeles, CA

**Violated: Sexual Abuse During and After the Holocaust**
March 12, 2023 2:00 pm ET
Ghetto Fighters’ House, Israel (Zoom)

**Betrayed: Child Sex Abuse and the Holocaust**
March 12, 2023 2:00 pm ET
Ghetto Fighters’ House, Israel (Zoom)

**The Holocaust Testimony, and Social Emotional Learning**
March 13, 2023 4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

**How Did Hate Escalate? Timeline of the Holocaust**
March 16, 2023 4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

**Exploring The U.S. and the Holocaust**
March 21, 2023, 6:00 pm ET
Facing History and Ourselves, Boston, MA
Violated: Sexual Abuse During and After the Holocaust
Victimization of Jewish Women Survivors by Their Soviet Liberators
March 26, 2023 2:00 pm ET
Ghetto Fighters’ House, Israel (Zoom)

Comparative Approaches to 21st Century Anglophone Holocaust Literature
March 27 – 29, 2023
University College, London

Athletes and the Holocaust: Rudi Ball and Margaret Lambert
March 29, 2023 4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

Religious Approaches to Understanding Rescue during the Holocaust
May 30 – June 2, 2023
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Open to professors, college instructors and advanced doctoral students until March 10, 2023.

The Alan Cornell US Campus Faculty Seminar
June 5 – 15, 2023
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now - March 3, 2023—Chattanooga Public Library, Chattanooga, TN
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust

Now – May 10, 2023—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Exhibit from the Montreal Holocaust Museum: Witness to History, Keepers of Memory offers a look at the life trajectories of Holocaust survivors in Canada. For information and to schedule a visit: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu.

Now – June 18, 2023—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Survivors: Faces of Life After the Holocaust.

March 1, 2023, 12:00 noon ET—Fritz Ascher Society, New York, NY
Flight or Fight: Stories of Artists Under Repression: Dorothy Bohm: A World Observed. London-based art historian Monica Bohm-Duchen will look into the life and work of her mother, photographer Dorothy Bohm, who as a girl of fourteen found sanctuary from Nazi Europe in the UK and established herself as one of the leading figures in post-war British photography. Online.

March 2, 2023, 17:30 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
Public walkabout of Seeing Auschwitz Exhibition with Pawel Sawicki from the Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum. For more information: dowi@jhbholocaust.co.za.
March 2, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center, New York, NY
Violins and Hope book discussion with Daniel Levin.

March 5, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Yeshiva University, New York, NY
Zoom: Holocaust in Lithuania with Silvia Foti. Watch the Program Here.

March 5, 2023, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Film and discussion program with Dr. Jud Newborn: A Protest to the World – The Story of Szmul Artur Zygielbojm. Suggested donation.

March 8, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Zoom book club discussion: The German Girl by Lily Graham. For additional information, please contact Dr. Linda Burghardt, scholar-in-residence and discussion leader, at linda-burghardt@htmtcli.org or 516.571.8040.

March 8, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY
In honor of International Women’s Day: Concerned and Courageous: Teachers and Social Workers as Heroines of the Holocaust. Speaker: Kay Matello, M.A., Education Coordinator at the Museum of History and Holocaust Education at Kennesaw State University, Georgia, discusses how female teachers and social workers resisted Nazi atrocities in Germany and occupied Poland. For more: holocaust.center@wagner.edu. Link to join Zoom: https://wagner.zoom.us/j/99063387331?pwd=ajd6dHZwRmN0dzczZSswQXR5Qy9pUT09

March 8, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—St. Elizabeth University, Morristown, NJ
Women and Resistance in the Holocaust, with Holocaust scholar Meryl Menashe, volunteer at the Glen Cove Holocaust Memorial and Tolerance Center of Nassau County on Long Island, NY. For more: rquinlan@steu.edu.

March 8, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Miami Beach, Miami Beach, FL
Virtual event: When Families Disappeared: Camp Schvesters (Sisters) with Michael Berenbaum.

March 8, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Landmark Downer Theatre, 2589 N. Downer Av, Milwaukee, WI
The Devil’s Confession: The Lost Eichmann Tapes. This documentary unearths the 1957 interview that records Adolf Eichmann’s actions during the Holocaust in his own words. These recordings, made while Eichmann was hiding in Argentina by Dutch journalist and former SS-Officer Willem Sassen, stunningly contradict claims that Eichmann made during his 1961 trial in Israel.

March 9, 2023, 10:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY
Spring Women’s Luncheon featuring Holocaust survivor and prominent child actress Elizabeth Bellak in conversation with Mattie Kahn, author, and grandchild of survivors. For more information: 646-437-4202.
March 9, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Book talk: *Those Who Forget: My Family’s Story in Nazi Europe* with author Géraldine Schwarz - In Person & live stream.

March 9, 2023, 8:00 pm ET—3GNY, New York, NY
Zoom program: From Oral History to Written Story: 3G Authors Discuss Writing and Publishing Their Family Stories.

March 10 – 12, 2023—Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ
*Online streaming*: Song Searcher: The Times and Toils of Moyshe Beregov, a musician and scholar, crisscrossed Ukraine from 1920 to 1950 to record and study the traditional music of Ukrainian Jewry. Most of those he recorded on hundreds of fragile wax cylinders were murdered by the Nazis, but Beregovsky succeeded in saving the musical heritage of the centuries-old Yiddish civilization.

March 12, 2023, 10:00 am ET—Bender JCC, Rockville, MD
Victims, Villains and Victories in Jewish Europe with Rabbis Michael Berenbaum, Michael Paley and Jessica Kate Meyer and inspired by Gerda Weissmann Klein, z”l.

March 12, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Remembrance in Germany Today – Stories of Hope: 90 years after Hitler seized power, Germany has a vibrant remembrance culture aimed at raising public consciousness about the crimes of the past and the importance of standing up against bigotry today.

March 13, 2023, 12:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Women in the Ghettos, presented by Professor Dalia Ofer, Professor Lori Weintrob, Professor Sara Horowitz, and Dr. Batya Brutin.

March 13, 2023, 4:30 pm ET—Holocaust Resource Center, Kean University,
*Zoom program*: Playing Anne Frank in conversation with Adam Langer and Shana Stein. How does this iconic work shape those involved in performing it — including cast and crew members, and high school students putting the show on today.

March 14, 2023, 19:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
*82nd Commemoration of the Jewish Deportation to Mauritius*: keynote address delivered by Ghetto Fighters House Archive Manager, Anat Bratman-Elhalel on the Mauritius Exile Collection, and testimony by Shlomo Handel.

March 14, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY
Jewish and Roma Memory of Transnistria: Routes of Disappearance. Ukrainian-born scholar Hanna Abakunova, PhD, will examine interethnic relations during the Holocaust between Jews and Roma, on the one hand, and those who came to their assistance (mainly Ukrainians, but also Crimean Tatars and ethnic Germans), based on interviews she collected with a group of Ukrainian and Polish scholars. Her talk explores the exhibit she co-curated which will be on display at the Spotlight Gallery, Wagner College Library, from March 10-April 10. Zoom link: [https://wagner.zoom.us/j/99298927406?pwd=ZjVxNTNqRW8vaDJtbUhUbVZvN2plQT09](https://wagner.zoom.us/j/99298927406?pwd=ZjVxNTNqRW8vaDJtbUhUbVZvN2plQT09)
March 15, 2023, 12:00 noon ET—Fritz Ascher Society, New York, NY
The Art of Felix Lembersky with his granddaughter Yelena Lembersky, co-author of the recent memoir, Like a Drop of Ink in a Downpour: Memories of Soviet Russia. Online.

March 15, 2023, 12:00 noon ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Virtual Program: Dramatic Engagement: The Arts and Holocaust Education. Join Dr. Janet Rubin, Assistant Professor in the Departments of Visual and Performing Arts, Humanities, and Speech at Eastern Florida State College, as she demonstrates how the power of theater can be harnessed within the classroom to encourage a deeper understanding of the Holocaust while directly connecting students with survivors.

March 15, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Book Talk: Knowledge Under Siege - Irena Sendler: In Hiding with author Anna Bikont.

March 15, 2023, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
Part One of Three of the Study Seminar about Diaries during the Holocaust - Holocaust Diaries: Voices from the Abyss with Dr. Amy Simon.

March 17 – April 28, 2023— Furman University, Greenville, SC
Troy University, Troy, AL
Prairie State College Library, Chicago Heights, IL
Boise State University, Boise, ID

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibition: Americans and the Holocaust.

March 18, 2023, 5:00 pm MT—Phoenix Holocaust Association, Scottsdale, AZ
Witness – The Art Legacy of Holocaust Survivor David Friedman

March 19, 2023, 10:00 am PT—Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance, Online program.
Remembrance Through Art and Music with Zola Shuman, Robin L. Bernstein, and Judith Tellerman. To join: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81874379534

March 19, 2023, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual Walking Tour: The Year of Remembrance of the Heroes of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Part 1

March 19, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
The Kindertransports: The KTA, The 80th Year Commemorative Journey and New Research, with speakers Melissa Hacker, Wendy Henry, and Dr. Amy Williams. In-person event.

March 19, 2023, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Yankee Resistance – The Story of a Small Connecticut Town that Challenged the Nazis and Won. In 1937 the German-American Bund bought land in Southbury, CT with plans to build Camp General Von Steuben, a Hitler-Youth style camp. The residents of the small town chose to find a way to stop this from happening.

March 20, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Miami Beach, Miami Beach, FL
Women in the Holocaust: A Feminist History with Dr. Zoe Waxman.
March 22, 2023, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
Part Two of Three of the Study Seminar about Diaries during the Holocaust - Bearing Witness: Diary Writing in WWII and the Holocaust with Dr. Kathryn Sederberg.

March 23, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
The Holocaust as an Interdisciplinary Tapestry: Achieving Legal Accountability for WWII Nazi Crimes: Experiences of the Israel National Police and US Department of Justice with Eli Rosenbaum, the longest serving investigator and prosecutor of Nazi war criminals and other human rights violators in world history, and Tamir Hod, historian in the field of World War II and the Holocaust.

March 23, 2023, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
On-site podcast discussion: Playing Anne Frank – A Conversation with the Forward’s Adam Langer.

March 24 – August 13, 2023—Ronald Reagan Presidential Library & Museum, Simi Valley, CA
Exhibition: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The exhibition brings together more than 700 original objects of great historic and human value.

March 26, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

March 26, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Film: Into the Arms of Strangers – Stories of the Kindertransport.

March 27, 2023, 5:00 pm ET—Rainis Auditorium, St. Elizabeth University, Morristown, NJ
Screening of I Am Here: the story of Ella, a Holocaust survivor from South Africa who is nearly 100 years old and has a continued insatiable appreciation for life. Director Jordy Sank will be available for questions following the film. For more: rquinlan@steu.edu

March 27, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Miami Beach, Miami Beach, FL
Women in Resistance with Julia Mintz.

March 27, 2023, 7:00 pm CT—Green Line Performing Arts Center, 329 E. Garfield Blvd, Chicago, IL
Theatrical Presentation: The Green Book Stage Reading. An African American family opens their home to Black travelers throughout the United States. Unexpectedly, a Jewish Holocaust Survivor arrives, unveiling the commonalities of Jewish and Black experiences.

March 29, 2023, 12:00 noon ET—Fritz Ascher Society, New York, NY
“Sweet Kitsch, I can’t do that.” Maria Luiko. Her career was brutally cut short by the Nazi regime. In 1933 Luiko was expelled from the Reich Association of Fine Artists and banned from exhibiting. Online program with Wolfram P. Kastner and Mascha Erbelding.
March 29, 2023, 4:00 pm ET — Drew University, Madison, NJ
Part Three of Three of the Study Seminar about Diaries during the Holocaust: Personal Reflections on Translating My Father’s Writings: The Wartime Diary of Edmund Kessler with Dr. Renate Kessler.

March 30, 2023, 7:00 pm CT — Illinois Holocaust Museum, 9603 Woods Drive, Skokie, IL
Theatrical Presentation: The Green Book Stage Reading. An African American family opens their home to Black travelers throughout the United States. Unexpectedly, a Jewish Holocaust Survivor arrives, unveiling the commonalities of Jewish and Black experiences.

March 31, 2023, 11:00 am ET — Fazio Room, Boca West Country Club, Boca Raton, FL
Bagels and Books with Greta Brewer: This Magnificent Dappled Sea. Fees.

April 2, 2023, 3:00 pm ET — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The Forward Presents: Playing Anne Frank. Using archival material and interviews with surviving cast and crew members, Forward executive editor Adam Langer presents the backstory of the Pulitzer Prize-winning play and Oscar-winning film, and how this iconic work shapes those involved in performing it. In-person & Virtual.

April 2, 2023, 19:00 BST — Jewish Vegetarian Society, 855 Finchley Rd, London, UK
Join Us At The Stove for a storytelling event. Open to second and third generation in the Holocaust survivor community who want to share their stories and meet new friends. Fees.

April 11, 2023, 7:00 pm ET — Dolan Performance Hall, St. Elizabeth University, Morristown, NJ
The Muslim World and the Shoah: Menhaz Afridi, global scholar, professor, and Director of Holocaust, Genocide, and Interfaith Education at Manhattan College, will address the connections between the Holocaust and the Muslim world. Her work, Shoah Through Muslim Eyes, illuminates an understudied aspect of the Holocaust. For more: rquinlan@steu.edu.

April 16, 2023, 2:00 pm ET — Temple Emanu-El, 5th Ave at 65th St, New York, NY
Annual Gathering of Remembrance, in-person and virtual.

April 16, 2023, 2:00 pm CT — University of Texas, Dallas TX
Zizia Lubetkin’s Days of Destruction and Revolt; Memories of a Female Ghetto Fighter with Dr. David Patterson.

April 16, 2023, 7:00 pm ET — MorseLife NEXT GENERATIONS, West Palm Beach, FL
Reading the Holocaust: The Power of Literature with Dr. Miriam Klein Kassenoff and Sally N. Levine.

April 17, 2023, 7:00 pm ET — Foundation Hall, One Campus Rd, Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY
Second generation Fern Zagor and Ram Roth, and scholar Daan de Leeuw on Jewish Women in the Lublin-Majdanek Camp System.
April 18, 2023 – January 8, 2024—Polin Museum of the History of Polish Jews, Warsaw, Poland
Exhibit: "Around Us a Sea of Fire. The fate of Jewish civilians during the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising"

April 18, 2023, 10:00 am ET—St. George Theater, 35 Hyatt Street, Staten Island, NY
Performance: Rising Up: Young Holocaust Heroes. Fees. For more information: holocaust.center@wagner.edu.

April 18, 2023, 6:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Virtual Program: Preserving Jewish History: Exploring Centropa’s Library of Rescued Memories. Dr. Lauren Granite, Centropa’s Director of Education in North America, will discuss how the organization interviewed over 1,200 elderly Jewish people and digitized over 25,000 privately held family photographs and personal documents to create thematic websites, multimedia films, traveling exhibitions, educational programs, and illustrated books.

April 19, 2023, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual Walking Tour: The Year of Remembrance of the Heroes of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Part 2

April 19, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

April 20, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Spring Theater with the Braid: Remembrance of Things Present, a new work of theatre depicting stories of growing up in the shadow of the Holocaust.

April 20, 2023, 7:00 pm CT—Jewish Museum, Milwaukee, WI
Purged or Looted? The Nazis’ Campaign Against “Degenerate” Art and Questions of Restitution. Jonathan Petropoulos will tell the story of the Nazis’ theft of European art and provide insights about the current restitution landscape. Fees.

April 23, 2023, 3:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

April 24 – May 7, 2023—Prime Stage Theatre, Pittsburgh, PA
The world premiere of Perseverance. Few visitors to the G&S Jewelry Store in Pittsburgh’s Squirrel Hill neighborhood during the 1960s and ’70s were aware that the cheerful proprietor, Melvin Goldman, had spent his teens enduring the horrors of Auschwitz before arriving as a penniless refugee in postwar Pittsburgh intent on reshaping his family’s destiny. Streaming will be available on Prime Stage Theater’s website.

April 26, 2023, 12:00 noon ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Virtual Program: Wartime Cabaret: Remaking Theatre from a Jewish Ghetto. In 2017, two teams of artists from Australia and South Africa reimagined a cabaret created in 1943 by Jewish prisoners in the wartime ghetto at Terezín (Theresienstadt) in Czechoslovakia. Dr. Lisa Peschel,
Associate Professor in Theatre at the University of York, will show how the artists used the archival traces of the original script to bring Terezín’s past into our present while engaging with deeply felt contemporary concerns.

April 27, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Higgins Middle School, 85 Perkins St, Peabody, MA
Yom Hashoah program: The Will to Live: Creativity and Remembrance, in-person and online with remarks, reflections, and music.

May 11, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Jewish Museum, Milwaukee, WI
Race, Degeneracy and Eugenics in the Late 19th/Early 20th Centuries. Fees.

May 12–June 23, 2023—Ben May Main Library, Mobile Public Library, Mobile, AL
Dayton Metro Library, Dayton, OH

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust.

**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI...** Online newsletters
Arolsen Archives
JCC Krakow
Memoria
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem February 13, 2023

**FYI...** Ride for the Living 2023 June 29–July 2, 2023: Cycle away from the darkness of Auschwitz-Birkenau and into the Jewish future being built at the JCC Krakow.


**FYI...** Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown and beyond. Here are some of them:
January 25, 2023: “As Seen Through These Eyes” Conversation with Film Director Hilary Helstein
January 26, 2023: Music and the Holocaust with Dr. James Grymes - YouTube
January 26, 2023: Holocaust Remembrance in the Digital Age
January 26, 2023: The Ongoing Legacy and Impact of the Holocaust in U.S. Foreign Policy
January 27, 2023: Surviving the Holocaust as a Teenage Boy with Saul Blau - YouTube
January 27, 2023: UN Holocaust Memorial Day Commemoration 2023
January 27, 2023: AJCF on MSNBC Morning Joe
Douglas Emhoff at the AJCF with Joe Scarborough
AJCF US Director on Int'l Holocaust Remembrance Day, Spectrum NY1
A Conversation with Dr. Anna Ornstein and Mark Ludwig

January 29, 2023: Sexual Violence against Jewish Women during the Holocaust: Challenges and Reflections
January 31, 2023: International Mock Trial on Human Rights
January 31, 2023: Questions of Gender and Sexuality in Interviewer Trainings and Holocaust Survivor Testimonies
February 1, 2023: Final Solutions: Genocides and Their Aftermaths
February 2, 2023: Swimming Against Stereotype: My Father, Sports and Terezin
February 9, 2023: Film Screening "U.S. and the Holocaust" and discussion
February 15, 2023: Letters from Anne and Martin
February 19, 2023: Birth, Sex & Abuse - Women’s Voices Under Nazi Rule
February 23, 2023: The Holocaust as an Interdisciplinary Tapestry with Dr. Robert Krell: Psychiatry and the Holocaust
February 24, 2023: Victimized Twice: Holocaust Survivors in Ukraine

Click here for past podcasts from the Ackerman Center Podcast
Click here for past videos from the Anne Frank House
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past Museo del Holocausto de Buenos Aires programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO Institute for Jewish Research

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.

Across Borders: International
UN exhibition gives Holocaust victims an ‘everlasting name’
Shuttering ‘rabbit holes’ of hate: Holocaust survivors send powerful message in new documentary
Germany needs to take reparation-minded Poles seriously
At former SS headquarters in Berlin, European leaders teach the U.S. a lesson on antisemitism
Remembering Marc Chagall and the Righteous Rescuers of the Holocaust
Museum in Spain Returns to Poland Two Paintings Stolen by Nazis During World War II
Holocaust victim’s heirs to pay Austria after mix-up over returned Klimt
Ronald Lauder reaches deal with Jewish heirs for Klimt painting sold under Nazis
World Jewish Congress President Agrees to Restitution Agreement With Jewish Heirs of Klimt Painting: Report
Poland and Germany have long taken opposing approaches to Holocaust remembrance. Touring them with Doug Emhoff, the difference was stark.
Israel seeks to repair Poland ties, resume Holocaust education trips
Separated by the Holocaust, a Family Reunites
The Probable Nazi Plot To Kill FDR, Churchill And Stalin All At Once In Tehran
Never Forget, Never Again: Germany And The United States Mark Holocaust Remembrance - U.S. Embassy
Israeli-German tv anchor ended a broadcast about Hitler.
Israeli drama about high school trips to Auschwitz premieres in Berlin
How a TV show starring Meryl Streep changed Germany
Coming-of Age Drama ‘Delegation,’ About Israeli School Trip to Holocaust Sites, Debuts Trailer as Film Premieres at Berlinale
Film About Widow of German Jewish Painter Max Liebermann in Nazi-Occupied Berlin to be Released Next Year

Australia
Perrottet to attend Holocaust talk
Shane Desiatnik: Holocaust survivor recognized on Aus Day and more news 5.2.2023
Survivor eternalised at MHM
Hours from execution by the Nazis, Judith refused to deny her faith

Bulgaria
After outcry, Bulgaria bars neo-Nazis from marching in tribute to Nazi collaborationist leader

Canada
Opinion: If we let Putin exploit the Holocaust, we risk repeating history’s mistakes
Marie Doduck’s memoir launches a week before International Holocaust Remembrance Day
A group of survivors in Toronto contributed to the process of restoring a Torah scroll hidden during the Holocaust
New Chairlift At Quebec Ski Resort Named After Holocaust Survivors
At JCC Jewish Book Festival, graphic novelists share stories of Holocaust survival in But I Live — Stir
Canadian newspaper slammed for glorifying Nazi sympathizer
China

Daughter: Novel distorts father’s WWII rescue of Jews

Novel about Chinese rescuer of Jews raises questions about facts vs. fiction in Holocaust stories

Czech Republic

Czechs urged to repeal law denying rights to Kindertransport descendants

Egypt

At Holocaust commemoration in Cairo, survivor implores leaders to learn from history

France

The Forger Who Saved 14,000 Jews

Élizabeth Borne, France’s Prime Minister, on Her Harrowing Story

French Prime Minister Recalls Her Father’s Deportation to Auschwitz in Address to Jewish Community

'A Radiant Girl' Shows The Holocaust Through Optimistic Teenage Eyes

French Holocaust documentary 'The Sorrow and the Pity' is still chillingly relevant.

French Court Orders Musée d’Orsay to Restitute Masterpieces Stolen During World War II

Germany

Could Adolf Hitler's Seizure Of Power Have Been Prevented?

How Holocaust Survivors Educate Young German Students About The Tragedy

Hans and Sophie Scholl Were Once Hitler Youth Leaders. Why Did They Decide to Stand Up to the Nazis?

Opinion: Germany's Quiet Betrayal Of Victims Of The Holocaust

Germany returns 16th-century sculpture to heirs of Jewish owner

Berlin returns art to heirs of Nazi-persecuted Jewish owner – DW

Heirs of Nazi-persecuted collector hail justice in auction of Edvard Munch painting.

Jump or be pushed: German conservatives turn on ex-Nazi hunter over race comments

German Court Sentences Violent Holocaust Denier to Fourteen Months in Jail

German Band With Alleged Neo-Nazi Ties Gets Dropped by Leading Music Company

Greece

Home And Loss: Outdoor Exhibit Commemorates Holocaust Victims In Greece

Initial approval issued for building of Thessaloniki Holocaust Museum | eKathimerini.com

Greece Moves to Block Far-Right Party as Election Nears
Far-right party banned from upcoming election in Greece

Moses Elisaf, first Jewish mayor of a city in Greece, dies at 68

Hungary

78 years on, Hungarian Jewish Holocaust rescuers want their story told

Israel

When did the Holocaust begin?

Israeli docuseries with never-before-heard confessions from Adolf Eichmann comes to Amazon Prime Video

Escaping Certain Death: How The Jews Of Treblinka Rose And Fought Back

Redemption and rupture: Hidden children of the Holocaust

Persecuted For Their Judaism In Germany And Their German Origins In America

Senator Leader Schumer Promises ‘Fullest Support’ to Israel at Yad Vashem

'Hitler Youth Salomon' Holocaust survivor Sally Perel dies

"Hitlerjunge Salomon": Holocaust survivor Sally Perel dies

'Hitler Youth Salomon' Holocaust survivor Sally Perel dies at 97

Holocaust survivor who disguised himself as a Nazi, dies at 97

Shlomo Perel, who hid in German army ranks to survive Holocaust, passes away at 98

Former Knesset speaker, ambassador to Poland Shevah Weiss dies at 87

An 83-year-old Israeli immigrant's chilling Holocaust story

Do Child Victims Of The Holocaust Explain Israel's Baby Boom?

New Tel Aviv art exhibit shows work of Holocaust survivor artist

How a ‘watchmaker’s daughter’ hid hundreds of Jews beneath the Nazi occupiers’ noses

Israeli high school alums organize independent journey to Poland for onsite Holocaust education

What happens when a Holocaust denier moves into your cellar?

Palestinian Holocaust Distortion: The Zionists ‘Exaggerated’ the Number of Holocaust Victims

Lithuania

A Great City’s 700th Birthday: For the Sake of Vilnius, Will They Now Take Down Public-Space Honors for Local Holocaust Collaborators?

Recovered photos depict a Lithuanian Jewish community before the Holocaust

Morocco

Michel Kichka: Israeli Cartoonist Commemorates Holocaust Memorial Day in Morocco
Netherlands

Dutch probe anti-Semitic message on Anne Frank house

Dutch Probe 'hate' Projection On Anne Frank House - i24NEWS

Uproar in The Netherlands After Anne Frank House is Targeted With Antisemitic Message

Antisemitic text was projected onto the Anne Frank House in Amsterdam

Antisemitic projection at Anne Frank House in Amsterdam – DW

Amsterdam Municipality to Open Teacher Support Center After Surveys Show Widespread Holocaust Denial Among Students

A New Firsthand Account of the Dutch Holocaust Sheds Light on History

New Zealand

Damien Grant: The world moves on, but a teddy bear reminds us of what should never be forgotten

Poland

By policing history, Poland’s government is distorting the Holocaust

Polish Family Murdered By Nazis Along With Jews They Helped Hide To Be Beatified

Poland Is One Of The Most Progressive Countries In Holocaust Remembrance

Lost Treasures Found In Toilets Of 400-Year-Old Palace In Poland Destroyed By Nazis

Extraordinary life of ‘The Pianist’ cousin revealed

300-year-old Jewish mikveh excavated in Auschwitz

Russia

Vladimir Putin’s Russia Has a Hitler Problem

South Africa

Carte Blanche: Interviews The Oldest Living Survivor Of The Holocaust

Sri Lanka

Echoes of tragedy

Ukraine

A Small Town in Ukraine by Bernard Wasserstein review – on the border and at the centre of history

A forgotten Soviet novel, 'Babi Yar,' returns to remind us about a Holocaust massacre that continues to haunt Ukraine

How Can Jews Support Ukraine After the Holocaust?
United Arab Emirates

**UAE Museum Showcases Torah Scroll That Survived the Shoah to Help Combat Holocaust Denial in Region**

As UAE embraces Holocaust studies, museum displays Torah scroll saved in genocide.

United Kingdom

**Northern Ireland Marks Holocaust Memorial Day**

99 year old Holocaust survivor Lily Ebert receives MBE from King Charles.

**King Charles Awards Holocaust Survivor with British Honor**

King Charles honors 99-year-old survivor for her role in UK Holocaust education.

**King Charles's sweet exchange with Holocaust survivor | Royal**

Here's what a Holocaust survivor told King Charles as he received a British honor at Windsor Castle.

**Westminster Holocaust Memorial Is A Tragic Betrayal Of The Dead**

The Westminster Holocaust Memorial Ignores Jewish Suffering

**Former secret London HQ of Jewish anti-fascist group commemorated**

Holocaust campaigner hits out as bid to save historic Jewish refuge is blocked

**Kandinsky Painting With A Tragic Holocaust Past For Sale At Sotheby's**

Restituted Kandinsky painting lost in the Holocaust could sell for $45m

**Kandinsky Painting Returned to Heirs of Jewish Collectors Could Sell for $45 Million**

The Masterpiece No One Wanted to Save

A secret room that saved this girl's life

**Anne Frank animated film attacked for ‘colonising’ memory of the Shoah**

**The 43 Group**

Don't Blame Campus Antisemitism On A Failure Of Holocaust Education

**University Of Oxford Hosts Holocaust**

Robert Jenrick: ‘Taking in a Ukrainian family was one of the most rewarding things I've done'

Library apologises after putting Diary of Anne Frank in 'fiction' section

**New Book Tells The Story Of Auschwitz Survivor Who Became A Dance Pioneer In Northern Ireland**

Decorated 'Resistance Fighter' Exposed As Concentration Camp Guard

**The Dogs of War**

**Holocaust survivor Ernest Simon passes away, aged 92**

**Obituary: Alicia Melamed Adams**

Almost 50 strangers heed the call to attend burial of Holocaust refugee
Holocaust survivor Ruth Posner on wartime horrors, hiding and hope

I was too scared to ask my grandfather about the Holocaust and when I finally did, it was too late

Former England star’s Holocaust comments condemned

'Help Help Help...' Heartbreaking Holocaust Letters On Display

24 people charged for harassing Italian Auschwitz survivor online

Vicar guilty of ‘antisemitic activity’ banned until 2030

BDS account labels picture of Holocaust victims as Palestinian

Anti-Semitic and racist message beamed onto Anne Frank House

My family’s Holocaust legacy taught me that racism grows where it is enabled | Letters

Opinion: New Vision Of hell Is A Triumph For Holocaust Educators

Braid Commemoration: An Opportunity To Create A Better Understanding Of The Holocaust

Inspirational Story Of Dumfriesshire WWII Heroine Jaine Haining To Be Taught In Schools

Scottish Holocaust victim Jane Haining should have a ‘Stolperstein’ memorial in Edinburgh – Angus Robertson

Edinburgh Council to install 'Stolpersteine' memorial to Scots Holocaust victim Jane Haining

Children of the Holocaust: The survival story of Pawel Lichter.

Local Holocaust survivor shares her life story with students, weighs in on recent LA hate crime attack

Brentford B Team Hears Of Experiences Of Holocaust Survivor

Each Holocaust Victim Was Just Like Us

The Last Stage: a masterpiece of early Holocaust cinema

The Holocaust: An Unfinished History - Book Review - The Untold Story Of Europe's Shoah

Shame

Holocaust Education Award For Kirkcaldy High School

The dark side of Roger Waters

"Antisemitism Is Not Rock 'N' Roll!" Says Boy George In Wake Of Antisemitic Roger Waters Rant

BBC’s ‘Call the Midwife’ Brings Intergenerational Holocaust Trauma to Life - Hey Alma

BBC Series Tells The Story Of Tyneside's Holocaust Refugee House For Girls

‘Is it antisemitic? Yes’: how Jewish actors and directors tackle The Merchant of Venice

USA

Video State Dept. envoy: 'Holocaust distortion and denial on the rise'

Eli Rosenbaum takes skills honed Nazi-hunting to investigating war crimes in Ukraine

Emhoff visits synagogue, Holocaust memorial in Berlin
Doug Emhoff meets Ukraine refugees at synagogue, visits Holocaust memorial in Berlin.

‘Emotional and intense’: Douglas Emhoff’s trip to Poland and Germany brings him back to his Jewish ancestral roots

Doug Emhoff has made antisemitism his issue, but says it’s everyone’s job to fight it

Opinion | Emhoff focus on antisemitism is vital contribution.

At U.N., second gentleman Doug Emhoff warns resurgent antisemitism is a danger to all Americans

‘We have to be here fighting’: Deborah Lipstadt opens up on her Poland-Germany trip with Douglas Emhoff

A 92-year-old Holocaust survivor will be Doug Emhoff’s guest at Biden’s State of the Union speech

Gov. Wes Moore, Holocaust survivor from Maryland among State of the Union Guests

Governor Newsom Joins Council on Holocaust and Genocide Education for Inaugural Convening | California Governor

Trump keeps whining about 'Gestapo' raid that found 'inexpensive and very common' classified documents.

Rep: "There Is No Bottoms" Compares Abortion To The Holocaust

Republican Rep. Anna Paulina Luna claimed she was raised Jewish. Some relatives question that, and say her grandfather fought for the Nazis.

Great Falls Jehovah's Witnesses reflect on Holocaust

In the Holocaust, 9th Circuit Solicitor's Office finds a lesson in discretion

Christie’s Auction House Ordered By French Court to Return Nazi-Looted Painting to Heirs of Jewish Owner

Is Nazi Loot Amid His 6,000 Oils, Some Grenades and Napoleon’s Toothbrush?

Beloved Children Of The Holocaust Shows Lives Lived Before Their Deaths

Bring Your Stories into the Light

Chelmno Extermination Camp

The Children of the Nazi’s Genetic Project

Could It Happen Here?: The Holocaust and Atrocities in the 21st Century

Holocaust Survivor Wanda Wolosky Dies In Green Valley At 88

Rose Schindler, local holocaust survivor, dies at 93

Herman Stone, 98, innovative chemist, prominent Holocaust speaker

Faye Cukier, author, dancer, actress, and Holocaust survivor, has died at 100

Allan A. Ryan, Dogged Pursuer of Nazi Collaborators, Dies at 77

Dogged pursuer of Nazi collaborators - The New York Times

Former students remember renowned Holocaust educator
Stabbed in the back
Research Reveals Wikipedia’s Intentional Distortion of the History of the Holocaust
Wikipedia's Intentional Distortion of the History of the Holocaust
‘Jews Helped the Germans Out of Revenge or Greed’: New Research Documents How Wikipedia Distorts the Holocaust
The American Heiress Who Risked Everything to Resist the Nazis
NYC's Museum Of Jewish Heritage Will Show Its First Holocaust Exhibition For Children
Looking Back And Forward: Rabbi Marvin Hier On The Next Chapter Of The Simon Wiesenthal Center
School District Unintentionally Proves Elie Wiesel Quote’s Point by Banning It
Ohio is investigating a Nazi homeschooling network that teaches children to love Hitler
101-year-old Berkeley Holocaust survivor feels ‘profound obligation’ to speak against hate
Behind the story: Meeting Berkeley's 101-year-old Holocaust survivor
Local Holocaust Survivor Shares Her Life Story With Students Weighs In On Recent L.A. Hate Crime Attack
Weaverville's Ziffer, A Former Mars Hill Professor Reflects On Surviving The Holocaust
Holocaust survivor Fela Warschau was almost chosen for Dr. Josef Mengele's experiments at Auschwitz. She survived and would live out her life in Sheboygan.
90-year-old chef and Holocaust survivor still serving up fresh meals in Wheat Ridge
Educating on empathy: CSU prepares to host Holocaust Awareness Week
The Anne Frank Album
Guest Appearance: German-born Anne Frank’s legacy endures
Anne Frank Initiative Established at the University of Iowa
Holocaust survivor Sara Moses to share story at CSU that Anne Frank didn't live to tell
Op-ed regarding Holocaust Remembrance Day is teachable moment for our newspaper
Teaching the Holocaust Is Daunting—But Critical (Opinion)
No, The Holocaust Is Not Just One Of Many Tragic Events Of Human History
NYC museum exec tapped to lead Holocaust museum - Jewish Press of Tampa
Teach US students about Holocaust, experts say, amid rise in antisemitism
Holocaust educator calls for broader response to latest antisemitic flyer found in Md.
University holds Holocaust remembrance event despite Jewish protests
Following Holocaust Remembrance event boycott, JMU looks to move forward
Georgia College students hear from 89-year-old Holocaust survivor
Holocaust survivor shares his story: 'Everything he went through, he still has no hate'
Holocaust Survivor To Speak With Montclair High School Students
Chabad of Las Cruces to host Holocaust survivor Esther Basch in March
Helga Melmed to share her story of surviving the Holocaust
Holocaust survivor and music advocate has collection preserved
Sheboygan Press file photos of Holocaust survivors
Surviving The Holocaust: One Family's Story
Heroes Amid the Holocaust
A Bisl Torah - Storytelling
USC Shoah Foundation Releases Dimensions In Testimony Interview Mona Golabek
‘L'dor v'dor:’ Second generation Holocaust survivor shares story of father’s resilience
Weaving Holocaust histories, from one generation to the next
When a Holocaust Survivor’s Memories Strike Her Daughter’s Soul
Son of Holocaust survivors shares his story
Holocaust Survivor Irena Mausner Says Son Stole Cash
Holocaust survivor’s granddaughter seeks to carry on legacy
What’s It Like Being a Nazi Hunter? The Files of Tuviah Friedman
APSU to host lecture on what allowed Holocaust to happen | ClarksvilleNow.com
Holocaust museums and memorials have work cut out for them attracting non-Jews
Donation Creates Scholarship for Holocaust Studies Students
Workshop provides Holocaust education in Arkansas
Amazon Gets Rights for Docuseries With Confession by Nazi Mastermind Adolf Eichmann
Israeli series with never-before-heard Eichmann confessions.
Berlin Flashback: Spielberg Shone a Light on ‘Last Days’ Holocaust Doc
Movie Based on True Story of Jewish Ice Cream Shop Owner and Nazi Resistance Fighter Wins Filmmaking Contest
New Limited Series About Dutch Woman Who Hid Anne Frank’s Family Gets Release Date on Her Birthday
Go See The Holocaust Exhibit At The Library - Chattanooga
Gene Simmons of Kiss fame to unveil mural of Polish Catholic Holocaust hero
Actor David Duchovny Learns About Harrowing Journey His Jewish Ancestors Faced to Escape Eastern Europe
Actors David Duchovny and Richard Kind Learn Jarring Information About Jewish Past on ‘Finding Your Roots’
‘West Wing’ star Joshua Malina will join the cast of Broadway’s ‘Leopoldstadt’
KY Journalism Students Make Documentary On Holocaust
Westfield Students Hear Impactful Presentations On The Holocaust
Michigan High Schooler Aghast By 'N' Word Article In Her Holocaust Class
Kino Lorber Sets DVD Date For Two Documentaries On Aftermath Of The Holocaust
A New Holocaust Series From the Creator of 'Unorthodox' Is Coming to Netflix – Kveller
Netflix Releases First Look At Limited Series About Rescue Team in Nazi-Occupied France
Holocaust remembrance speakers in Sterling decry rise in antisemitism
Holocaust Testimony Anthology 'But I Live' Wins Two Association Of American Publisher's Prose Awards
Survivors’ Story
Canyon Crest Academy students honor Holocaust Remembrance Day
"Violins of Hope" showcasing WWII-era instruments to help remember Holocaust
A picture book about a heroine of Holocaust memory and 2 fantasy novels top year’s Sydney Taylor Jewish children’s book awards
Whistleblowers: The Heroes Who Exposed the Holocaust to America - Comic Watch
Los Angeles Transformed by Giant Mural of Holocaust Hero – Van Nuys News Press
Holocaust essay competition founder retiring
Neo-Nazi Leader Behind Antisemitic COVID Flyers Apprehended by Florida Cops for Littering Offense
A rabbi went down with his torpedoed warship in 1943. Today, his cousin ensures his story is not forgotten.
FBI charges neo-Nazi leader in plot to attack Baltimore power grid
Duo accused of neo-Nazi plot to target Maryland power stations.
Neo-Nazi leader and girlfriend accused of targeting Maryland power stations.
Neo-Nazis rally outside Broadway preview of ‘Parade,’ about an antisemitic murder
Antisemitism worries rising for many U.S. Jews, survey finds
New Yorkers hunt for man dubbed ‘The L Train Nazi’ who was caught drawing hate slogans on the subway
Boston Police To Investigate Possible Disturbance At New England Holocaust Memorial
State lawmaker vows legislative action after antisemitic flyers in Atlanta.
Neo-Nazis Flocked to Twitter after Musk Takeover, New Report Says
University of Denver is investigating a string of antisemitic acts on campus
Standing with Our Jewish Community - Montecito
‘Swastika boards’ and ‘surf Nazis’: New documentary explores surfing’s history of antisemitism
Neo-Nazi ‘Day of Hate’ Prompts Warnings by Police Departments in Chicago and New York City

Alleged gunman in Colorado Springs LGBTQ club shooting ran neo-Nazi website, detective testifies

Twitter is running ads next to tweets from Holocaust deniers

Patrons of Broadway musical "Parade" targeted by Neo-Nazis

The chronic scourge of casual antisemitism in a divisive era

PLEAS NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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